Vilicom unleashes Mobile Connectivity at Dublin Airport Central
Vilicom brings robust in-building mobile connectivity to Dublin Airport
Dublin, Ireland – Tuesday 12 May 2020: Ireland based wireless telecommunications provider,
Vilicom, has announced it has undertaken major communications works at Dublin Airport Central.
Robust and expansive mobile connectivity is imperative for the daily operation of the scheme and its
daily occupants will now be able to rely on seamless connectivity through Irelands three main mobile
networks – Vodafone, Three and eir.
Vilicom is responsible for the installation and continued maintenance of a mobile coverage solution
which ensures seamless mobile connectivity for Irelands best connected business destination, Dublin
Airport Central.
Dublin Airport Central offers unrivalled international and national connectivity, directly opposite
Terminal 2. Boasting a unique mix of business and social amenities, Dublin Airport Central is the ideal
location for businesses to thrive and grow.
The current development consists of a multitude of premium quality office, retail, hotel and leisure
facilities and will see further services set to be announced over the coming year. Spanning over
75,000sqm of commercial development with a buzzing business environment, anyone who works
onsite is encouraged to exercise, relax, shop and eat with amenities across the airport campus.
Furthermore, sitting on a 70-acre site, Dublin Airport Central has the potential to grow significantly
over the coming years.
“With a site of such scale and significance as Dublin Airport Central, mobile networks are the
absolute foundation of not only businesses and day-to-day operations on the site, but to a positive
customer experience for anyone travelling. For this project, the vision was clear, and we knew we
could deliver exactly what the client wanted. We possess unparalleled experience and expertise in
developing in-building network solutions,” says Sean Keating, CEO of Vilicom.
“With physical connectivity to the world being so strong here, we needed to ensure that the global
telco and IT connectivity is on par. For this reason, in developing a plot of this scale and magnitude,
we had to ensure network connectivity was a considered factor during every phase of the build.
With expert assistance from Vilicom, we were able to implement a fully operational DAS network
that now provides robust coverage and seamless connectivity across the entire site,” says Paul
Byrne, Head of Sales and Marketing, Dublin Airport Central.
“Mobile connectivity is an essential foundation of not only modern businesses, but society as a
whole. Thanks to Vilicom’s strategies and solutions, we’re now able to offer future-proofed network
connectivity to satisfy the needs and demands of all our corporate clients and customers,” Byrne
added.
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